
 

My Sweetheart Tag – Irene Tan (February Tag) 

Supplies: 

1 Acrylic Tag (Clear Scraps) 

1 Chipboard Street Lamp (Clear Scraps) 

1 February Montage pattern paper (Graphic 45 – Children’s Hour collection) 

1 February Collective pattern paper (Graphic 45 – Children’s Hour collection) 

some small roses 

Ribbon 

white lace 

white acrylic paint (any brand) 

black acrylic paint (any brand) 

Ranger perfect pearl mist (Forever Green) 

Ranger Ink alcohol ink (Cranberry, Meadow) 

Ranger stickles (Lime Green) 

Steps: 

1. Remove the plastic films from both sides of the acrylic tag. 

2. Paint the left half of the tag with white acrylic paint. Let it dry completely. 

 

3. When it is dry, drip some alcohol ink on the painted surface. You can mix both colors of the alcohol ink 

(cranberry, meadow). While it is still wet, tilt the tag to its right and let it flow towards the right. Let it dry. 

 

4.  Cut out a strip of pattern paper (the red color side) (February Montage) about 1.5 inches x length of tag. 

Attach it from the back of the tag. (vertically in the middle) 



5. Attach a strip of white lace at the bottom of the tag. Cut out a strip of border from the pattern paper 

(February Collective) and attach it horizontally above the lace. 

6. Also cut out a quote piece from the pattern paper (February Collective) and attach it on the top right of the 

tag. 

 

7. Paint the chipboard streetlamp with black acrylic paint. When it is dry, mist the forever green perfect pearl 

mist over it. Let it dry and attach it to the left of the tag. 

  

8. Cut out the image of the mother and child, roses and the title from the pattern paper (February Montage) 

and attach them to the lower left of the tag. Use foam adhesives to create layering. Add some small roses to 

decorate it. 

 

9. Use lime green stickles and outline the flow of the alcohol ink on the surface of the tag. Let it dry completely. 

Lastly, tie a ribbon on top of the tag. 

 


